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Whoever considers the history of the past 100 years can not but conclude that its outstanding feature has been the progress of mankind in science, that is, in the ordered knowledge of the world about us. In agreement with this, Mr. Dawes and his able co-workers have made the scientific sections of this exposition of unexampled completeness and excellence. Never have the achievements of science been so adequately portrayed at any exposition. Never anywhere has such a galaxy of scientific exhibits been gathered together, as is housed in this brilliant Hall of Science where we are now assembled.

Three thousand of the 18,000 members of our American Chemical Society have convened this week in Chicago from every corner of our country, to present and to discuss the most recent results of their researches. At this evening meeting of our Society, within the confines of the Century of Progress Exposition, it is eminently fitting that the contributions of chemistry to the advance of science during the past one hundred years should be set forth. It is, then, all but inevitable that I should address you this evening on

A CENTURY OF PROGRESS IN CHEMISTRY

In 1833 chemistry was, so to speak, still in her swaddling clothes. Less than fifty years had elapsed since Priestley and Scheele had discovered oxygen and chlorine; since Volta had discovered how to produce electricity by chemical means; since Lavoisier had elucidated the age-old problem of the nature of fire, and since Dalton had demonstrated the existence of atoms and had shown how their relative weights could be ascertained.

In 1833, chemistry was a small and compact science.
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